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ABSTRACT. Auroral arcs (curtains) are extremely thin. A calculation of the minimum-possible arc thickness is presented; this minimum
thickness is found to be about 9.5 m. Four requirements for designing an optical system that can image the thinnest curtains are discussed:
1) angular resolution, 2) temporal resolution, 3) light-gathering power, and 4) data-recording convenience. An optical system meeting these
four requirements was constructed. With this system, an observing campaign in Fort Smith, Northwest Territories, has begun and images
of the small-scale structure of auroral arcs are presented. Arc thicknesses of approximately40 m were observed. These measurements ofarc
thicknesses may provide a critical test for the many theories about the origins of auroral arcs.
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R É S U M ~ L, ~ Sarcs auroraw (draperies) sont extremement minces. On présente un calcul de l’épaisseur minimale possible d’un arc, qui se
révèle être de l’ordrede 9,5 m. On discute desquatre Cléments nkcessairesB la conception d’un systèmeoptique quipuisse imager les draperies
les plus minces, soit: 1) la résolution angulaire, 2) la résolution temporelle, 3) la capacitk de captage de la lumière et 4) la facilité de collecte
des données. On a construit un système optique qui répondB ces quatre critères et avec lequel on a commencé une campagne d’observation
A Fort Smith dans les Territoires du Nord-Ouest. On présente des images de la structure A petite échelle des arcs auroraux. On a observé
des épaisseurs d’arcs d’environ40 m. Ces mesures de l’épaisseur des arcs peuvent servirA vérifier les multiples théories Concernant l’origine
des arcs auroraux.
Mots clés: aurore boréale, géomagnétisme, ionosphère, Territoires du Nord-Ouest, photographie, polaire
’kaduit pour le journal par Nésida Loyer.
AURORAL ARCS

Auroral arcs are the finallink in a chain of processes that
transfer electrical energy from the sunto the earth. The sun
Auroral arcs are thin curtainsof glowing air caused by thin
gives off a tenuous wind ofcharged particles that blows past
sheets of energetic electrons precipitating down the earth’s
the earth at 400-500 km-sec”. This solar wind couples to
magnetic fieldinto the upper atmosphere in the polar regions.
the earth’s magnetic field, driving
the electrical current system
A photograph of such an arc appears in Figure 1 and an
that flows through the auroral zone (Axford and Hines, 1961;
idealized cut-away view of an arc appears in Figure 2. The
Sat0 and Iijima,1979). A fraction of the energy transferred
from the solar wind to the earth’s magnetic field goes into
arcs are typically aligned in an east-west direction and an
arc can extend thousands of kilometres in this direction. The
energizing the electrons that produce the auroral arcs. The
bottom edges of arcs are 95-110 km in altitude and the tops energization apparently takes place in very localized regions
high above the earth and the electrons leave the localized
of the arcs are notwell defined. The curtains are aligned with
nearly, but not regions in narrow sheets and traveldownward along the
the earth’s magnetic field, so the curtains are
exactly, vertical. Arcsoften have undulations and tight curls,
geomagnetic field lines, where they subsequently deposit
their
the latter appearing as bright vertical rays in the curtains.
energy into theupper atmosphere in the polarregions. How
General reviews of arcs and other auroral phenomena can
the energy is transferred to the electrons is still a mystery,
be found in the booksby Eather (1980) and Akasofu (1979).
although several theories have been put forth. The studyof
Auroral arcs are associated with sheets of intense electrical
auroral arcs promises to provide informationaboutthe
current (Wallis, 1976)that lie withina global electrical-current energy-coupling processes. Auroral arcs are also associated
pattern extending from theouter reaches of the earth’s
with the emission of radio waves that can be detected far
magnetic field to the upper atmosphere. The currentsin this
from the earth(Benson and Akasofu,1984) and auroralarcs
global pattern flow along the earth’s magnetic field linesand
are associated with the lifting of oxygen and hydrogen out
connect to the upper atmosphere in two large rings around
of the upper atmosphere (Johnson, 1983). Hence, the study
the earth’s magnetic poles. These rings are known as the
of auroral arcs promises to lead to better interpretations of
auroral ovals, or the auroral
zones, and itis in these two ovals signals detected in radio astronomy and to a better underthat the auroral
arcs and other auroral forms are found. Thestanding of the transport of material from the earth into outer
positions of the auroralovals depend on the level of activity
space. On a more practical level, auroral arcs produce radio
of the sun. During normal solar activity the southernauroral
noise and enhancedionizationcolumnsintheupper
ovallies entirely overwater and over Antarctica. In the
atmosphere, both of which interfere with radio and television
Northern Hemisphere (Fig. 3) the auroraloval typically cuts
communication in the polar regions (Kirby, 1982).The study
across Fairbanks, Alaska, Fort Smith, Northwest Territories;
of auroral arcs may lead to a better understanding of this
Churchill, Manitoba; PortHarrison, Quebec; and Fort
interference, if not to a predictive or preventive capability.
Chimo, Quebec. From there it passes south of Greenland,
This paper concerns the motivation, design, and implemenskirts the northern coast of Scandinavia, then grazes the
tation of an imaging system that is used for measuring the
northern coast of western Siberia before
cutting back through
thicknesses of auroral arcs. The current knowledge about
central Alaska (Oliver et al., 1960:Fig. 15-45;Lanzerotti and
auroral-arc thicknesses isoverviewed, predictions of the
Uberoi, 1988:Fig.3).
minimum thicknessthat an auroral arc can have are presented,
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FIG. I .

Three auroral arcs photographed overYellowknife,N.W.T.

(pho-

tograph courtesy of David Forbes).

North - South Cross Section
of Auroral Arc (Curtain)

A depictionof an auroral arc (curtain) in the upper atmosphere and
the sheet of energetic electrons precipitating down to produce the glow.

FIG. 2.

a measuring system that was constructed and then fielded
in Fort Smith, Northwest Territories, is described, and
preliminary data obtained with that system are previewed.
CURRENT UNDERSTANDING ABOUT ARC THICKNESSES

Since auroral arcs are the glowing footprints of sheets of
energetic electrons, measurements of the thicknesses of
auroral arcs can be compared with predictions about the
thicknesses of the electron-energization zones to provide
direct tests of the competing theories for the origin of auroral

arcs. In the various theories, electrons
are energized by electric
fieldsassociated with mechanismsnamed anomalous
resistivity (Galeev, 1983), the thermoelectric effect(Hultqvist,
1971), the magnetic-mirror effect (Lennartsson, 1977), electrostatic shocks (Swift, 1979), double layers (Borovsky and
Joyce, 1983), intermittent double layers (Lotko,1986), Alfven
waves (Haerendel, 1983), and plasma waves (Bingham et al.,
1988). In these theories, the electric fields are caused by
processes calledplasma flows (Rostokerand Bostrom, 1976),
magnetic field reconnection (Goldstein and Schindler, 1978),
wave coupling (Goertz, 1984), or ionospheric perturbations
(Ogawa and Sato, 1971). (Another theory involving natural
lasers [Calvert, 19871does not involve electron energization.)
Elaborating upon these theoretical models and working
through the predictions of the thicknesses of auroral arcs
is beyondthe scope of this article; the various models predict
thicknesses that range from a few hundred metres to several
tens of kilometres.
One would think that satellites could be used to directly
measure the thicknesses of auroral arcs, since there are a
number of instrumented satellites that pass through the
auroral zone. Indeed, satellite data doindicate the presence
of small-scale structures in the auroral zone (e.g., Bankov
et al., 1986). However, two factors greatly limitthe usefulness
of satellites in directly measuring very small-scale auroral
structures (Borovsky, 1988):1) temporal variations cannot
be distinguished from spatial variations and 2) the resolution
of satellite instrumentation is insufficient. On the first point,
each measurement a satellite makes is at a different point
in space and at a different time; hence ifa satellite instrument
detects a sudden change, it cannot be determined whether
that change was caused by the satellite crossing a boundary
(spatial) or whether something turned on or turned off
satellite
(temporal). On the second point,thefaster
instruments typically take measurements a few times per
second; since the satellites move at about 7 km.sec" this corresponds to measurements being taken every 1 km or so,
which is insufficient to measure (or even detect) structures
much smaller than 1 km. Rocket-launched instrumentation
offers some improvement, with measurements sometimes
taken every 150 m or so (e.g., McFadden et al., 1990).
However, this still does not resolve the smallest auroral
structures and it still does not allow spatial variations to be
discerned from temporal variations.
Likewise, satellite-based imaging systems are not of use
in determining the thicknesses of auroral arcs. These imaging
systems (Chubb and Hicks, 1970; Anger et al., 1973; Rogers
et al., 1974; Hirao and Itoh,1978; Frank et al., 1981; Anger
et al., 1987) lack the angularresolution necessary to see subkilometre-sized auroral features. Under the best conditions,
the highest-resolution imager can resolve a 3 km structure.
Space-based imagers are much better suited to following the
large-scale motions of auroral arcs (Murphree et al., 1989)
or toobserving the global dynamics of the entire auroral oval
(Frank et al., 1985).
Ground-based auroral-imaging systems have been either
all-sky cameras (Stoffregen, 1962), television cameras (Davis,
1966), CCD (charge-coupled device) cameras (On0 et al.,
1987), or scanning photometers (Sawchuk and Anger, 1972).
Besides having been used for arc-thickness measurements,
those systems have also been used to investigate the spatial
distribution of arcs (Lassenand Danielsen, 1989), the kinking
and curling up of arcs (Hallinanand Davis, 1970), the
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The approximate position of the auroral oval (shaded region) during geomagnetically quiet times.

flickering of arcs (Beach et al., 1968), the multiplicity of arcs
(Davis, 1978),and the evolution ofauroral-arc systems (Oguti
et al., 1988). The earliest recorded measurement of the
thickness of anauroral arc isby Stormer (1955), who
measured the thickness of a single auroral arc in September
1930 overOslo, Norway,by photographing it in the magnetic
zenith (looking up the geomagnetic field lines): a thickness
of 7.4 km was obtained. Elvey (1957)used an all-sky camera
at College, Alaska, to determine the thickness of one arc,
obtaining a value of 250 m. Akasofu (1961) used a film camera
with a wide-angle lens and a 1-second exposure in College,
Alaska, to determine the thickness of one arcat two points,
obtaining values of 336 m and 144 m. Kim and Volkman
(1963) used an all-sky camera at Churchill, Manitoba, to
measure the thicknesses of 40 arcs, obtaining values that
ranged from 3.5 to 18.2 km. Maggs and Davis (1968) used
an image-orthicon television system to measure the thicknesses of arcs in College,
Alaska, over a five-day period. With
875/2 lines of video information on a 1 2 O x 16' field of
view, their resolution was 70 m for an object 100 km distant,

and they detected many 70 m thick arcs. From the trend in
their histogram of the number of occurrences versus the arc
thickness (Maggs and Davis, 1968:Fig. 2), it can be concluded
that many arcs were not resolved by the imaging system.
Indeed, the arc size that occurred most frequently on that
histogram was the smallest size resolvable.
CALCULATION OF THE MINIMUM THICKNESS OF A CURTAIN

In designing an imaging system that will fully resolve
auroral structures, a minimum scale size to be resolved must
be decided upon. To obtain thatminimum scale size, a theoretical calculation of the minimum possible thickness that
an arc canhave isperformed. (The details of this calculation
are deferred to the Appendix.)
The cause of the minimum thickness is the following. As
electrons travel down the earth's magnetic field lines they
suffer many random deflections as they hit the gas atoms
of the upper atmosphere. These random deflections will
spread the electrons out, so even if they form an infinitely
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thin sheet high above the atmosphere, they will broaden into
a sheet with a non-zero thickness in the upper atmosphere.
The glowing arc will be at least as thick as this broadened
sheet of electrons, no thinner. There is no point indesigning
an optical system to resolve smaller structures, since smaller
auroral structures cannot exist.
To calculate the minimum thickness of arcs, the trajectories of energetic electrons are calculated with the aid of
a computer (see Appendix) and thewidth of the region where
the electrons transfer their energy to the air is determined.
The electron trajectories are governed by three processes: 1)
spiraling along thegeomagnetic field lines, 2) slowing down
owing to interaction with the atmospheric gas, and 3) scattering off the gas atoms.
To describe spiraling, the directed velocity of an electron
is separated into components parallel and perpendicular to
the magnetic field direction. The parallel component of the
velocity is unaffected by the geomagnetic field, and so the
a speed
electron moves along the geomagnetic field lines with
equal to this parallel velocity. The electron does not move
across the magnetic field lines; rather, it travels around on
a circle at a speed equal to the perpendicular component of
the velocity. The radius of the circle depends on the magnitude of the perpendicular velocity and onthe strength of
the magnetic field. For auroral electrons inthe upper
atmosphere, the circles haveradii that vary from 0 to about
10 m. The combination of the uninhibited motion along the
magnetic field and thecircular motion perpendicular to the
field leads to a spiraling motion for the electrons (Fig. 4).
The slowing down ofan electron as it enters the atmosphere
is owedto collisions withgas atoms andmolecules that result
in energy transfer from the electron to theatomsand
molecules. These collisions either excite or ionize the atoms
and molecules. The de-excitation of an atom or molecule
or its de-ionization usually results in the emission of one or
more photons of light. It is exactly this light emission from
the air atoms and molecules that is the glowing ofthe auroral
curtain. Hence, keeping track of the amountof energy that
the electrons lose (and where they lose it) determines more
than just the rate ofslowing down of the electrons: it
determines how much light emission there will be from an
arc and the shape of the glowing arc.
The scattering of an electron by a gas atom or molecule
is the result of electrical forces on the electron when it passes
through the atomor molecule and this deflects the electron's
trajectory. Because of the deflection, the electron trajectory
changes from one spiral to another (Fig. 4). The pitch and
radius of the new spiral will differ from the pitch and radius
of the oldspiral. More important, thenew spiral will be displaced from the old spiral. As it undergoes many scatterings,
theelectronsuffersrandomdisplacements
across the
magnetic field lines.This will cause a group of electrons that
all started out onthe same geomagnetic field line to spread
out onto other field lines.Hence, it is the scattering of
electrons that broadens an arc and gives rise to the minimum
thickness.
The results of the computer calculations are displayed in
Figure 5 . The trajectories of 1OOO electrons of low energies
and 1OOO electrons of high energies that were in very thin
sheets high above the atmosphere were followed. In the figure,
the amountof energylost to theatmosphere by the electrons
is plotted versus the distance from the center of the sheet.
The plot represents the intensity of the glow from the air

versus the distance from the arccenter. Fitting the computer
data with Gaussian curves, the full widths of the arcs are
found to be 9.5 m for low-energy electrons and 24.6 m for
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FIG. 4. A sketch depicting the displacement of an electron in the direction
perpendicular to the magnetic field caused by collisions with gas atoms.
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FIG. 5. Plots of the energy deposited by precipitating electrons
as a function
of the distance throughan arc. The points are the computer data and the
curves are Gaussianfits to the data. The electrons started
out in an infinitely
thin sheet; therefore, these arethe profiles of the narrowest possible arcs.
Details of the calculations from which these curves
were generated appear
in the appendix.
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high-energy electrons. Accordingly, the minimum thickness
of an auroral arcis predicted to be 9.5 m. The design criteria
for imaging systems will be based upon this value.
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE IMAGING SYSTEM

Four requirements should be considered when designing
an imaging system that will measure auroral-arc thicknesses
by looking up the geomagnetic field lines (see Fig. 2). They
are 1) angular resolution, 2) temporal resolution, 3) lightgathering power, and 4) data-recording convenience.
The first requirement has been alluded to throughout this
paper: the imaging system should be capable of resolving
auroral arcs with thicknesses 9.5
of m. With the bottomedges
of arcs located about 105 km in altitude (Currie, 1955;
Stormer, 1955), an angular resolution of 0.006O is required
to resolve an arc 9.5 m thick. In fact, even higher resolution
is desirable. Ifthe light emission from the arc has
a Gaussian
profile with a full width of 9.5 m, then in order to satisfy
the sampling theorem (International Blephone and Telegraph, 1968)so that theGaussian will be properly resolved,
the resolution points must be separated by no more than onequarter of the full width of the Gaussian, which is a 2.4 m
separation. This translates into a desired angular resolution
of 0.0016°.
The second requirement is on the temporal resolution of
the system. Becauseauroral arcs move, they must be imaged
quickly to prevent blurring, which willmake the arcs appear
thicker than they actually are. Arcs can drift in the northsouth direction with speeds of up to 1 kmqsec" (Omholt,
1971), but typical velocities maybe more like 100-200m-sec"
(Evans, 1959). At a speed of 200 m-sec", arcs willmove
through a 9.5 m distance in 0.05 sec. Hence, shutter speeds
or image-sampling times faster than or atleast comparable
to this time are desirable.
In additionto the blurring caused by overly long exposure
times, there is a natural blurring of the curtains that arises
from the slow de-excitation of gas atoms. After an air atom
is excitedby an auroral electron, it may take seconds for the
atom to de-excite and emit a photon of light. During this
time the sheet of electrons that produces the arc can move
a considerable distance. The result is about 1 sec worth of
blurring (afterglow) of the image of the electron sheet. It
can be predicted that this afterglow regionbehind the moving
arc is dimmer than the arc itself. If the image of the arc is
not overexposed, then this afterglow region can be discerned
from the arc. However, the proper exposure level for each
arc cannot be predicted beforethe image is taken. Fortunately,
this afterglow can be eliminated by using optical filters that
pass only light of select wavelengths
that correspond to very
fast de-excitations ofthe air atoms. When an imaging system
lets in all wavelengths (no selection), the image will be referred
to as a "white-light" image, and when only selected
wavelengths are let in, the image will be referred to as a "fastfiltered" image. Unfortunately, fast filtering removes light
from the aurora, making the curtains dim.
This brings up the third requirement: light-gatheringpower.
Short exposure times and fast filtering combine to greatly
limit the amount of light available to form an image of an
auroral arc. The light-gathering power of a system is improved
by either using an imaging system with a lower f number
(which means a larger aperture) or by using more sensitive
image-recording methods (e.g., using faster filmor electronic

image intensifiers). The satisfaction of light-gathering
requirements will be largely by trial and error, owing to the
absence of information about thebrightness of small-scale
auroral structures.
The final requirement for the imaging system is a convenient method of data recording. Because of the timeresolution requirement cited above
and because the structures
will move rapidly through the field of view at unpredicted
times, many images must be taken rapidly when an arc is
near the magnetic zenith. Using photographic film as a
recording medium will require the use of a movie camera
on the back of the optical system. A drawback to this is that
image-processing techniques that can eliminate noise on the
images are difficult to implement when the images are
recorded on photographic film. Electronically stored images
are much easier to work with. Intensified television cameras
connected to video-cassette recorders are ideal for the data
collection and analysis, particularly because of the ease of
image processing and because instantaneous viewing of the
images is possible.
PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF ARC-THICKNESS
MEASUREMENTS

Figure 6 is a diagram of the auroral-arc-imaging system
that was used in April 1990 at the Environment Canada
Upper-Air Station at Fort Smith, N.W.T.Of the readily
accessible North American sites along theauroral oval
(Fairbanks, Fort Smith, Churchill, Port Harrison, and Fort
Chimo), Fort Smith has superior viewing in terms of annual
number of cloudless days (Hare andHay, 1974). This is particularly true for viewing the aurora in spring or fall.
The arc measurements were made with a 10-inch f16.3
Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope (Meade model
2120-LX6)connected to a microchannel-plate-intensified television camera
(Xybion model ISG-206) with manual gain control. The
manual gain control makes it possible to determine the
absolute brightness of the auroral structures. The focal length
of the telescope is 1600 mm and thefield of view of the telescope/camera system is 0.31O x 0.419 This corresponds to
a field of view of 560 m x 750 m at a distance of 105 km.
The resolution is limited to 270 lines of video information,
which yields a resolution of 2.1 m at a distance of 105 km.
Automatiiaincontroi
Television camera with50 mm
111.4 lens
1 0 Schmidt-Cassegrain

telescope

ManuaGplain-control
Televskn camera

Television
Monitor
\

( '

\

\

1

FIG.6. The optical imaging system used in
Fort Smith, N.W.T., to measure
the thickness of auroral curtains.
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This meets the desired resolution of 2.9 m set down in the
last section. Unfortunately, when dim objects are imaged at
the maximum gain setting of this Xybion camera, the resolution was observed to be five times worse than these values.
Hence, for dim arcs, resolutions about
of
10.5 m are obtained.
Images are produced by the television camera thirty times
per second, and each image is formed in 1/60 sec. Therefore,
the temporal resolution is 1/60 sec= 0.017 sec, which exceeds
the time-resolution requirement of the previous section. The
telescope was run unfiltered to obtain white-light imagesand
it was alsq run filtered to obtain fast-filtered images (using
the 3914-A emission from ionized nitrogen molecules). The
telescope was pointed up thegeomagnetic field lines, which
at Fort Smith is lloSSW of the zenith, and thearcs were seen
edge on as they drifted through the field of view of the
telescope.
Aligned with the telescope is a wider field-of-view television system usedto determine when arcs are drifting into
the field of view of the telescope (see Fig. 6).This “spotter”
system isalso used to correct the pointing of the telescope.
The spotter system is composed of a microchannel-plateintensified television camera (Xybion model ISS-01) with
automatic gain control with a 50 mm fX.4 lens attached.
The automatic gain control simplifiesthe spotting of auroral
structures with differing brightnesses. The field of view of
the spotter system is 12O x 16O, which corresponds to 22 km
x 29 km at a distance of 105 km. The image resolution is
limited by a 242 x 377 array of pixels, which corresponds
to a resolution of 91 m for objects that are 105 km away.
When an arc passes through the field of view of the spotter
system, the location of the magnetic zenith becomes obvious
and the 10 inch telescope can be repointed to this location.
The video outputs of both television cameras are connected
to separate VHS video-cassette recorders and thento a television monitor (see Fig. 6).The video-cassette recorders collected about five hours of data each night., The data was
transported to Los Alamos, New Mexico, for analysis.
In the first segment of the observing campaign in Fort
Smith, four full nights of auroral-arc imaging were obtained.
Tho of the nights were dedicated to white-light imaging and
two to fast-filtered imaging. In thefour nights that the
imaging system was used, approximately 55 multiple-arc
structures passed through the field of view of the spotter
system. In the white-light images usingthe 10 inch telescope,
each multiple arc contained 2-3 individual arcs. More may
have beenpresent, but image processing wouldbe necessary
to discern them. Because of the marginal light-gathering
power, only one individual arc was seen with the 10 inch telescope during the two nights of fast-filtered data collection.
A total of about 75 individual arc structures were imaged
in white light with the 10 inch telescope.
Examples of the images obtained by the television cameras
appear in Figures 7 and 8. A typical arc as seen by the spotter
system appears in Figure 7. The field of view in the figure
corresponds to 18 km x 24 km at the location of the arc.
The arc is moving toward the bottom (south) at about 100
m-sec”. This arc consists of a broad envelope of diffuse
emission with a width of about 8 km and a thinner band
of emission inside.
With the resolution of the spottersystem,
the thinner band of emission would appear to be about 600
m thick at its thinnest. When seen edge on by the 10 inch
telescope, the thinner bands of emission are very thin and
often consist of multiple bands.

FIG.7. An auroral arc as seen by the spotter system looking up the earth’s
magnetic field lines. The field of view depicted is 100 x 13.4’. North is
to the top and east is to the left.

A white-light auroral arc image as seen by the 10 inch telescope appears in Figure 8. The field of view in the figure
is 515 m x 690 m. The arc is moving toward the bottom
(south) at 220 m-sec”. The sky is darker ahead of the arc
(at the bottom) than it is behind the arc (at the top). This
is expected for the small spatial scale arcs, owing to the
afterglow of the air atoms hit by the energetic electrons that
produce the arc. The thickness of this arc as measured on
the photograph is about 95 m. However, since the effective
exposure time used to obtain this image was 0.13 sec (see
the figure caption), the arc moved about 30 m during the
exposure, and so it is probably about 30 m thinner than the
95 m value.
In previewing the data from the first campaign at Fort
Smith, typical auroral arc thicknesses were found to be about
100 m, similar to that of Figure 8. The thinnest arc seen
without image processing had a thickness of about 40 m.
Hence, the suspicion that auroral arcs thinner than 70 m exist
is confirmed.
In future campaigns, the auroral light will be selectively
filtered by wavelength to improve the temporal resolution of
the imaging system, television cameras with increased light
sensitivity will be used to improve the light-gathering power,
the f-number andfocal length of the 10 inch telescope will
be varied to improve the light-gathering power, and higher
resolution video recorders willbe used to improve the quality
of the images. Additionally, the imaging systemwill be
dedicated to the measurement ofauroral arc thickness so that
a much larger quantity of data will be obtained.
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charge and mass, and c is the velocity of light. The magnetic
induction is taken to define the z-direction, and thex-direction is
taken to be normal to B and to the sheet of electrons. Hence the
arc will lie in the y - z plane and thearc's width will be measured
in thex-direction. The equations of motion (la) and (lb)are computationally solved with a first-order time-centered numerical
scheme.
Owing to the interaction of the electron with the atmospheric
gas, the magnitude of its velocity v' changes with time according to
av = av dE ax = 1 dE
(2)

"_

aE
at

"

dx at

me d~

where dE/dx is the electronic stopping power of the atmospheric
gas to anelectron. The stopping power used is the Bethe formula
for electrons (Eq. 4-124 of Marmier and Sheldon, 1969):
dE = 4rne4Z
(3)
2v2 - 1.2329
log -

dx

An auroral arc as seen by the 10 inch telescope system looking up
theearth'smagneticfieldlines.Thefield
of viewis 0.28O x 0.389 The
image was obtained from a multiple exposure of four consecutive video
frames, each spacedby 1/30 sec. North is to the top and eastis to the left.
FIG. 8.
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APPENDIX: DETAILS OF THE THICKNESS CALCULATION

The computer program that follows the trajectories of the auroral
electrons in the atmospheredoes so by iterating among three
operations: 1) solving the equations of motion for an electron in
a uniform magnetic induction and advancing the position of the
electron, 2) decreasing the velocity of the electron according to a
Bethe stopping-power equation, and 3) determining a probability
for elastic scattering off atmospheric gas atoms and scattering the
electron.
The equations of motion for an electron in a uniform magnetic
induction are (in cgs units)
+
a v ' = - - ie ; x B
(la)
at

a?

-=
at

me C

;

(lb)

where2 and v' are the vector position and velocity of the electron, B is the magnetic induction, e and me are the electronic

me?

[ ( )
meZ

]

where n is the number density of gas atoms, 2 is the atomicnumber
of the gas, Z is the mean ionization potential of the gas, and log()
is the natural logarithm. To estimatethe number density n and atomic
number 2 as functions of the height h above the earth,the MSIS-86
atmospheric model (Hedin, 1987) is used for Fort Smith, N.W.T.
(latitude 60.00N, longitude 248.5OE) at midnight local time and
during modest solar activity. The gas density data from the MSIS
model is tabulated and linearly interpolated to theposition of the
electron for use in equation (3). The gas is dominantly nitrogen
( Z = 7), the mean 2-value for 85-200 km altitudes being 7.2-7.3.
The value Z = 7.2 was used in equation(3). The value of Z is taken
to be Z = 92 eV, the suggested value of Ahlen (1980) for molecular
nitrogen. Using expression (3) in equation(2), equation (2) is computationally solved witha first-order forward-difference numerical
scheme.
The direction of v' is changed according to a random probability
and theoretical elastic-scattering cross-sections u(8,E) for fastelectron impact on nitrogen atoms. The values of the nitrogen crosssection data for 1-32keV from Riley et al. (1975) and for 500 eV
and 1500 eV from Fink and Ingram (1972) are used to produce a
computationaltable of u(8,E) values,where 0 is the angular
deflection of the electron, E is the kinetic energy of the electron,
and u is the differential cross-section for scattering. Values of u(8)
are tabulated every lo for Oo I8 5 loo,every loo for loo < 8
I1809 every 100 eV for 500 eV IE s 2000 eV, and every 1 keV
for 2 keV < E s 32 keV, The cross-sections for the nearest integer
keV to the electron's kinetic energy are used. When discrete values
of 0 are considered, the probability of scattering through an angle
of 8 during a time At is
1 u(8) A8 v At
P(8) = (4)
2r
where A8 is the separation of the discrete 8 values. For the tabulations of the u(8) data, A8 = lo for Oo s 8 s 100 and A8 = 10'
for loo < 8 s 1809 Whether or not a scattering occurs during
a computational time step is determined by generating a random
number R for each discrete 9 value such that O 5 R I1; if R 5
P(8) then the scattering by 8 occurs and if R > P(8)then the scattering does not occur. The scattering is effected by generating a
vector u' of unit length and random direction normal to v . The
new value of v' is given by
vnew = ?,old sin8 + ii I
I cos8
(5)
The energy lost by each electron each time step
dE v At
Bast = (6)
-I

dx

is recorded as a function of x. This recording includes the energy
lost by electrons that backscatter off the atmosphere. This energy
lost will be directly proportional to the volume emission of light
from the air. In Figure 5 , low-energy electrons have 5 keV of kinetic
energy and high-energy electrons have 25keV.
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ppically, about 130 seconds of cpu is required on a VAX 8700
computer to follow 10oO electrons with initial energies of 25keV
from h = 200 km to their terminations.
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